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Abstract— We present an initial state correction algorithm
for GNSS orbit prediction that uses the solution of the HillClohessy-Wiltshire (HCW) equation to build the Jacobian matrix.
This algorithm improves the accuracy of GNSS orbit prediction
through adding one or more observations. In the tests of 14 days
orbit prediction, by adding one broadcast ephemerides (BE) as an
observation collected before the initial BE with a proper interval,
we get orbit-only User Range Error within 70 meters, and orbit
errors in the radial direction is less than 15 meters. In tangential
direction, the error is within 400 meters.

state’s error. Using the analytical formula for the solution
of the HCW equation is more efficient for correction of an
orbit initial state than using numerically computed Jacobian
matrices. In this paper we describe in detail the algorithm
of how to correct the initial state with two or more points
of Glonass BE. Furthermore, results of an extensive series of
tests for Glonass orbit prediction are also presented.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The motion of a satellite under the influence of a force F
is described by the differential equation

Even in an ideal case, a stand-alone GNSS receiver needs
at least 30 seconds to receive the orbit data needed for
positioning. If the receiver is moving or the sky view is
obstructed by trees or buildings, then the time to first fix
(TTFF) can even be up to several minutes, and positioning
is not possible at all in deep inside buildings.
Orbit prediction (”nowcasting”) for GNSS satellites from
broadcast ephemerides (BE) can be used to reduce TTFF
by generating orbit data on the device. This technology is
especially useful as an alternative to positioning assistance data
obtained through a network connection [1], [2].
In this method, the device continually stores some broadcast
ephemerides. Then, when the device is turned on again some
hours or days after the last use, and new ephemeris data
are needed, satellites’ orbits are propagated forward to the
current epoch by solving the differential equation of motion.
On current smart mobile devices, several days’ orbit propagations for a whole GNSS constellation can be computed
within a few seconds. Numerical orbit propagation can provide
more accurate results than analytical or semi-analytical orbit
prediction, since it can apply more accurate force models.
In order to accurately compute a GNSS satellite orbit, it
is necessary to correct the BE’s initial orbital state [3], [4].
Seppäanen et al.[3] used an iterative nonlinear least squares
algorithm to fit the force model’s orbit to points on the
BE’s orbit. This process normally requires building a Jacobian
matrix, this matrix reflects how small disturbances in an initial
state will affect the state in the future epoch, but building
this matrix numerically is computationally heavy. Since the
orbits of GPS and Glonass satellites are nearly circular, their
eccentricity being smaller than 0.02 and 0.003 respectively,
they satisfy the assumption of the Hill-Clohessy-Wiltshire
(HCW) equation. We can use this equation to describe the
deviation trend of GNSS satellite’ orbit caused by the initial

II. F ORCE MODEL

�r¨ = F (t, r, v)/m

(1)

where r and v are the position and the velocity of the satellite
in a non-rotating geocentric coordinate system, m is the
satellite’s mass, and t is time. The force model considered
in this work includes four major forces: the Earth, Sun and
Moon gravity, and solar radiation pressure (SRP). Then the
equation of motion (1) can be written as
�a = �aEarth + �aMoon + �aSun + �asrp

(2)

We use EMG2008 as our Earth gravity model, taking terms
up to degree and order 8; the geo-potential coefficients are
published by National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency [5].
Moon and Sun are modeled as point masses.
For SRP, we use a two-parameter empirical model whose
parameters are fitted offline using long term precise orbit data;
details are in [6].
III. R EFERENCE FRAME
A. Coordinate transform between ITRF and ICRF
The broadcast ephemeris’s state of orbit is given in ECEF
(Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed) frame, e.g. GPS’s WGS84 and
Glonass’s PZ-90.02. Both of these reference systems are
consistent with the International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF) that is maintained by International Earth Rotation and
Reference Systems Service [7]. The newest version of ITRF
has only a centimeter level of offset with WGS84. PZ-90.02
is consistent with ITRF in a decimeter level, and it has only
an offset in position [8] given by
 
 


x
x
−0.36 m
y 
= y 
+  0.08 m 
(3)
z ITRF
z PZ-90.02
0.18 m

After PZ-90.02 is corrected for the offset, we regard all the
Terrestrial Reference Frames as same, denoted as TRF.
Orbit propagation computations are carried out in International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF). The transformation
between TRF and ICRF is [9]

where x, y, z are the coordinates in Hill’s frame described
in Fig. 1, and n is the mean motion of reference orbit; n ≈
1.550 × 10−4 radian/s for Glonass satellites. The closed form
solution of (5) is

(4)

where X(ti ) = [x y z ẋ ẏ ż]T is the state at epoch ti in Hill’s
frame, and
�
�
φ11 φ12
Φ=
(7)
φ21 φ22

�rICRF (t) = P (t)N (t)R(t)W (t)�rTRF

where P and N are the precession and nutation matrix at
time t, R is the Earth rotation matrix, and W is polar motion
matrix. The transformation is based on IAU-1976 Theory of
Precession and IAU-1980 Theory of Nutation. During the
orbit propagation, we keep P , N and W as constant because,
during one week, these three matrices are almost unchanged;
the difference of disturbance forces after this simplification
is several orders of magnitude smaller than the smallest term
in our force model. This arrangement will not significantly
degrade the precision of the orbit integration in inertial frame,
it produces only few meters error when transformed back to
TRF. In this paper, orbit analysis is carried out in RTN (Radial,
Tangential and Normal) reference frame, not in TRF, so the
analysis results will not be affected.
We choose an intermediate inertial frame, which is not ICRF
at epoch J2000, but is TRF at the start epoch t0 [3].
B. Hill reference frame
&""'"
!"""""#"

with

φ11 =

φ12

and
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Fig. 1.

Hill Frame

0

The origin of the Hill frame is in the mass center of satellite.
x direction is aligned with the direction of Earth to satellite;
the y direction is in the orbit plane and perpendicular to x,
and positive in the direction of satellite motion; z completes
the right-handed triad. We also call the axis of Hill frame
as Radial (R), Tangential (T), and Normal (N) direction, as
indicated in the figure above.
IV. H ILL -C LOHESSY-W ILTSHIRE EQUATION
The HCW equation describes the motion of a body relative
to a reference orbit that is circular or nearly circular. Although
HCW equation is linearized and without disturbance force, it
can provide approximations of the Jacobian for our purposes.
The HCW equations used in this work are [10]
ẍ = 3n2 x + 2nẏ
ÿ = −2nẋ
z̈ = −n2 z

(5)
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Figures 2 and 3 show how the solution of HCW can
capture the relative motion for a GNSS satellite. We choose
an initial state of Glonass satellite PRN 8 from its BE
at 00:15:00 11th Aug 2013, and add to it a perturbation
[5 m 5 m 5 m 0.002 m/s 0.002 m/s 0.002 m/s]T in Hill’s
frame, to generate another initial state. We then propagate
the states forward 36 hours using numerical integration of
the full force model and plot the differences of the two
trajectories in Hill’s frame as blue crosses. The origin of this
Hill’s frame is the mass center of the first satellite. The red
circles indicate the results that directly use (6) to predict the
relative motion caused by the perturbation. Motion in radial
and normal direction is stable, as seen in Fig. 2. Both of
them are only sinusoidal oscillation. From the formulas (8–
9) for φ11 and φ12 , we see that the motion in the tangential
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Substituting (14) into (13), we get
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order and above), and using �rni to denote the nominal position
at time ti , we obtain
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Fig. 3. Left part shows the position error in Tangential direction, and the
right part is the differences between numerically and analytically computed
error in Tangential direction.

� =0
ATi (�roi − �rni − Ai ∆X)

(15)

Let r̂i = �roi − �rni denote the position residual and let δ x̂
� during the iteration. Then (15) can be written as
denote ∆X
n
�

(−ATi rˆi + ATi Ai δ x̂) = 0

(16)

i=1

direction is unstable, it drifts with a secular term. The left
of Fig. 3 also shows this unstable motion. The right part
of this figure indicates the differences between the perturbed
trajectory and the trajectory that is analytically computed with
Hill’s equation. These differences are small relative to the
magnitude of their drift and oscillation.
A. Initial state correction
For a Glonass satellite, if we directly propagate its orbit
forward one week with its BE, then because of inaccuracies
in position and especially in velocity, the position error will
increase up to tens of meters in the radial and normal direction,
and in the tangential direction, the position error can easily
grow to more than 1000 meters. Glonass’s BE is only valid
within 30 minutes [11]. This is too short to correct the
initial state because the orbit prediction error caused by initial
uncertainties cannot be distinguished from the noise of the BE.
We therefore use more than one BE to correct the initial state.
The procedure is described in the following.
The force model is used to propagate the initial point
backward, and the trajectory is compared with the BEs at time
ti for i = 1 . . . n. We denote the BE’s position as �roi , and the
propagated position as �rci . We minimize the sum of squares
using the cost function

The correction to the initial state is
n
n
�
�
δ x̂ = (
ATi Ai )−1 (
ATi r̂i )
i=1

n
�
i=1

��roi − �rci �2

(12)

Setting the derivative of J with respect to the initial state
� t0 = [x y z ẋ ẏ ż]T to zero gives the equations
X
t0
∂J
=
� t0
∂X
T

n
�
∂(�roi − �rci )T
i=1

� t0
∂X

(�roi − �rci ) = 0

n≥2

(17)

For our implementation, the predicted position error mainly
comes from the error in the T direction. This error is mainly
contributed from the initial state’s position error in R direction
and velocity error in T direction. In tests, we found for Glonass
BE that the velocity’s error in initial state contribute more than
position’s error to the prediction errors.
Each matrix of ATi Ai in (17) only has a rank of 3, so if
we want to get both position and velocity correction, at least
2 observation points must be introduced. If only one more
ephemeris is available, we can generate more orbit points
using Glonass ICD’s [11] simple model within 30 minutes.
As mentioned previously, these generated orbit points can only
provide little extra information for initial state fitting.
If we only consider correcting the initial state’s velocity,
assume the position uncertainty is zero. In (17), the partial
derivative matrix Ai can be further simplified to Ai = φ12 .
Then, denoting the velocity correction as δv̂, the correction to
initial velocity is
δv̂ = (

n
�
i=1

J=

i=1

ATi Ai )−1 (

n
�

ATi r̂i )

i=1

n≥1

(18)

where Ai = φ12 .
If we only use one BE as observation, then (18) can be
written as
δv̂=(ATi Ai )−1 ATi r̂i
=(Ai )−1 r̂i

(19)

(13)

−�
rci )
Here ∂(�roi
is the Jacobian, which describes the relative
∂Xt0
motion with respect to the initial state in Hill’s frame, so it is
[φ11 φ12 ]Tti −t0 , denote as ATi ; φ11 , φ12 are given by (8– 9).
� n using Taylor
Computing �rci about a nominal initial state X
� =X
�c − X
� n (second
series, neglecting higher powers of ∆X

The initial condition correction iteration is stopped when
�
� n
�1 �
rms = �
�δr̂i �2 < tol
(20)
n i=1

In tests, one or two iterations provides enough prediction
accuracy.

TABLE I
T EST CONDITIONS

V. T ESTS
A. Test conditions

B. SIS error metrics
Glonass’s receiver may have different UREs (User Range
Error) at different locations on Earth. Global-average rms URE
is given in [14] by
�
rms U RE = (0.98R − C)2 + (T 2 + N 2 )/45
(21)

case

correction

BE as obs

extended obs

1

velocity

O2

no

2

velocity

O1,O2

no

3

velocity

O1

no

4

velocity, positon

O1,O2

no

5

velocity

O2

yes

6

velocity

O1

yes

7

velocity

O1,O2

yes

8

velocity, position

O1,O2

yes

60

UREo error 95% quantile [meters]

From 2013-01-01 to 2013-12-31, Glonass satellite’s BE as
initial points at epoch time 00:15:00 were collected, denoted
as IN0. The BEs from 6 and 12.5 hours back are collected as
observations, denoted as O1and O2, respectively. We manually
removed aberrant entries from this set of BE triples, as follows.
First, we removed the items if any of the IN0, O1 or O2
is unhealthy. Secondly, we removed the ones having invalid
epoch time, tb . For example, in 2013-08-04, the expected BE’s
epoch time for PRN 23 is 00:15:00, but in the broadcast data
file brdc2160.13g, it is 00:15:01.80. Third, if the satellite had
a maneuver in the following 14 days, its BE was removed.
For example, PRN 19 had a maneuver in the 5th day of GPS
week 1755. According to Glonass’s Information Analytical
Centre [12], a new satellite was inserted into slot 2 on 201307-04, and Glonass-M #743 (orbital slot 2) started to maneuver
to orbital slot 8 from 2013-01-04. During that maneuver its
BEs was marked as unhealthy for more than 2 months in the
beginning of 2013. PRN 2 and PRN 8’s BEs were therefore
removed from tests.
The orbit position reported in the BE is the position of
the satellite’s antenna center and needs to be translated to the
satellite’s mass center [3], [13]. We compare our prediction
results with IGS’s (International GNSS Service) precise orbit
product. The product for Glonass’s orbit is given in ITRF
reference frame with GPS time. But Glonass’s BE give orbit
in their own PZ-90.02 reference frame with UTC (Coordinated
Universal Time) time. The difference between GPS time and
UTC time is the leap seconds, currently 16 seconds. After
antenna correction, we used (3) to transform Glonass’s orbit
to ITRF, and propagated Glonass’s orbits forward 16 seconds
with our full force models.
After the processes mentioned above, we have 6949 BE
triples from 22 Glonass satellites over one year. Initial points
are propagated backward 12.5 hours or 6 hours, depending
which observation points are chosen, and the initial state is
corrected using the algorithm described in Section IV. Finally
with the converged initial state we predict 2 weeks forward.
The errors of the predictions with IGS’s precise orbit are
described in Hill’s frame.
The orbit from Glonass’s BE can be propagated 15 minutes
before and after the epoch. By Glonass ICD’s algorithm
propagate satellite orbit to time t, t = tb ± 15 minutes,
two more observed points are created. In the Table of test
conditions, ”extended obs” means that we use two points at
tb ± 15 minutes also as observations. In the column ”BE as
obs”, O2 means we used the observation from the BE of 12.5
hours back, and O1 is the BE of 6 hours backward.
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where R, T, and N are the error in radial, tangential and normal
direction, and C is the clock error. Because we have no precise
data for clock error, we only show the orbit-only UREo [14],
�
rms U REo = (0.98R)2 + (T 2 + N 2 )/45
(22)
C. Results

We used (22) to convert the predicted error in R, T and
N to the orbit-only SIS UREo for each predicted point. We
grouped these SIS UREo according to the interval between
their epoch time and the time of starting orbit prediction. Each
group has 6949 UREo values. The 95% quantile of each group
as a function of time is plotted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The
enlarged part of the beginning and end of Fig. 4 are shown in
the left and right of Fig. 5, respectively.
From table I and Fig. 5 we see that all the 8 cases
give similar results; the maximum differences are less than
2 meters within 2 weeks predictions. Correction of initial

VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
A. Discussion
The algorithm for correction of orbit initial state presented
in this paper only needs to propagate one trajectory back in
every iteration loop; the Jacobian matrix is built analytically,
and more than one observation can be included. By contrast,
if numerical orbit propagation is used to build the Jacobian, it
needs 9 more numerical trajectories for velocity correction. If
more observation BEs are introduced, each BEs’ Jacobian is
built numerically, and the computational load is even heavier.
Furthermore, the new algorithm converge quickly, only needing one iteration for velocity correction if one observation is
included. If more observations are added, 2 iterations provide
enough accuracy.
For the orbit predictions, in this paper we do not consider
the eclipse boundary’s effects on the integrator. The integrator
for the tests in the paper is Gauss-Jackson 8th order with a
time step of 900 seconds. When satellites cross the border
of the Earth’s shadow, we don’t restart the integrator or do
some modifications to the state, and this might make the
prediction results a little worse. GNSS satellite have the noonturn and midnight-turn during their eclipse season, which are
attitude maneuvers at each day’s noon and midnight. This also
effects the orbit prediction, but in the tests of this paper we
do not adjust also. If the prediction trajectories corresponding
to eclipses are removed from the test set, the results will be
improved a little.
The prediction span of 14 days for GNSS satellites is longer
than most of practically implementations, because clock error
can be expected to dominate after 4 days [15]. Maybe more
than 80% of prediction requirements for GNSS orbits are
within 3 days in shortening TTFF.
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Fig. 6 shows the maximum value of 95% quantile of UREo
for Glonass’ s 22 satellites. As explained in section V.A, PRN
2 and PRN 8 are not included. All the initial velocities are
corrected by the BEs of 12.5 hours back. For each satellite’s
95% quantile, more than 300 trajectories of 14 days prediction
are used. It can be seen that PRN 19 and PRN 14 have bigger
UREo than others. Both of them had an orbital maneuver
in 2013, and the quality of orbit information from BEs was
relatively low after the maneuver, and this lasted some days.
The only other maneuver happened to PRN 20 during 2013,
but its orbit predictions seem not to be affected by this.
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PRN number of Glonass

Fig. 6. Maximum value of 95% quantile of UREo for 14 days prediction,
with one of 12.5 hours backward BE to correct initial velocity.
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state’s position is unnecessary: comparing case 2 and case 4
,8 we found that better results are achieved without position
correction. In other tests, the introduction of 4 or 5 more BEs
as observations inside a 12.5 hour interval also show some
results that support this point.
The introduction of more BE as observation will improve
accuracy. Comparing cases 2,7 with cases 1,3,5,6, we see that
cases 2 and 7 get the best prediction results, especially in the
beginning of the predictions. Cases 2 and 7 use two BEs as
observations, whereas cases 1 and 5 use only one BE with
epoch 12.5 hours back, and cases 3, 6 use one BE with epoch
6 hours back.
The length of the time interval between the initial point and
the observations is an important factor for prediction accuracy.
In [4], it was found that if this time interval is bigger than 6
hours, the prediction accuracy is more stable. The reason might
be that the observation should be introduced far enough away
from the initial point to let the prediction error be distinguished
from noise in the state correction phase. Further, it was found
that if this time interval is close to an integer time of the
orbit period, the results are better. This may indicate that our
force model may have some error of long period items. For
example, the Solar radiation pressure might be inaccurate.
The Sun elevation angle, which is the angle between Sun’s
direction vector and satellite’s orbit plane, changes 1 ◦ per
day, and it influences the SRP. Compared with Glonass’s orbit
period of 11h15m, SRP variation is a long-term. Considering
the visibilities of satellites for a receiver local in some area,
choosing the observation of around 12 hours back is more
feasible.
Extending BEs through Glonass ICD’s algorithm is also
unnecessary, the lines with and without BEs extended are
nearly overlap in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
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Fig. 7. 95% quantile in R, T, N direction and UREo with and without initial
state correction

Fig. 7 shows that through adding one more BE for Glonass
orbit prediction, we can decrease the magnitude of the error’s

oscillation in R direction, and the error in T direction reduced
from thousands of meters to hundreds of meters. But we still
notice that the error in R and N direction increase less than 1
meter per day in prediction. This is because our force models
are simplified, some disturbances forces are not included, and
SRP model may not be accurate enough. According to the
solution of HCW, in R and T direction, the orbit should be
stable, the uncertainties of initial state only cause oscillations.
Further research will try to improve our force models in a
trade off between prediction accuracy and computation load.
B. Conclusion
For the initial state correction in GNSS orbit prediction,
computing the Jacobian analytically through HCW’s motion
model is computationally efficient. The initial state correction
computation is at least 9 times than numerical algorithm,
which is implemented in [3]. In tests, we found that initial
position correction is unnecessary. Also, we found that extending Glonass BE through the simple model provided by
Glonass ICD does not improve the accuracy of prediction. In
the tests of 14 days orbit prediction, by adding one BE as
an observation collected before the initial BE with a proper
interval, we get UREo within 70 meters, and orbit errors in the
radial direction is less than 15 meters. In tangential direction,
the error is within 400 meters.
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